Inspired by the natural piezoelectric effect, we introduce hybrid-wave electromechanical metaatoms and meta-molecules that consist of coupled electrical and mechanical oscillators with similar resonance frequencies. We propose an analytical model for the linearized electromechanical scattering process, and explore its properties based on first principles. We demonstrate that by exploiting the linearized hybrid-wave interaction, one may enable functionalities that are forbidden otherwise, going beyond the limits of today's metamaterials. As an example we show an electrically deep sub-wavelength dimer of meta-atoms with extremely sensitive response to the direction-of-arrival of an impinging electromagnetic wave. This scheme of meta-atoms and molecules may open ways for metamaterials with a plethora of exciting dynamics and phenomena that have not been studied before with potential technological implications in radio-frequencies and acoustics. Introduction.-The field of metamaterials, has gained a lot of attention in recent years for its potential in achieving effective material properties and functionalities that do not exist in nature [1, 2] . In the attempt to improve and enrich the performance of such effective materials, different types of meta-atoms, as well as lattice arrangements have been explored. These include electric or magnetic or combined [3, 4] [29] , and optical actuation [30] [31] [32] one can deform, on-demand and in fast rates, the metamaterial structure in the microscale and hence have superior control over its effective properties. Another type of man-made crystalline structures that involve hybridphysics are the so called PhoXonic crystals [33] . Due to the very different velocities of light and sound, in a lattice of optomechanical cavities, an infrared photon and a gigahertz phonon have similar wavelength, hence giving rise to simultaneous photonic and phononic Bragg resonance and strong photon-phonon interaction. These and similar optomechanical structures have been extensively explored as nonlinear metamaterials [35] , tuneable GHz resonators [36] , for quantum processing [37, 38] , as a mean for studying many body dynamics [39, 40] , and quantum many body dynamics [41] , as well as for long range synchronization [42] .
Inspired by the natural piezoelectric effect, we introduce hybrid-wave electromechanical metaatoms and meta-molecules that consist of coupled electrical and mechanical oscillators with similar resonance frequencies. We propose an analytical model for the linearized electromechanical scattering process, and explore its properties based on first principles. We demonstrate that by exploiting the linearized hybrid-wave interaction, one may enable functionalities that are forbidden otherwise, going beyond the limits of today's metamaterials. As an example we show an electrically deep sub-wavelength dimer of meta-atoms with extremely sensitive response to the direction-of-arrival of an impinging electromagnetic wave. This scheme of meta-atoms and molecules may open ways for metamaterials with a plethora of exciting dynamics and phenomena that have not been studied before with potential technological implications in radio-frequencies and acoustics. Introduction.-The field of metamaterials, has gained a lot of attention in recent years for its potential in achieving effective material properties and functionalities that do not exist in nature [1, 2] . In the attempt to improve and enrich the performance of such effective materials, different types of meta-atoms, as well as lattice arrangements have been explored. These include electric or magnetic or combined [3, 4] , anisotropic [5, 6] , all-dielectric [7, 8] , dynamic and time modulated [9, 10] , nonlinear [11, 12] , nonreciprocal [13] [14] [15] [16] , active and non-foster [17, 18] , as well as mechanical and acoustical [16, [19] [20] [21] [22] metamaterials. Hybrid-physics metamaterials that combine electromagnetic and mechanical properties are developed alongside other approaches for creating real time reconfigurable, tuneable, as well as nonlinear devices [23] . Utilizing thermal [24, 25] , electrostatic [26] [27] [28] , magnetic [29] , and optical actuation [30] [31] [32] one can deform, on-demand and in fast rates, the metamaterial structure in the microscale and hence have superior control over its effective properties. Another type of man-made crystalline structures that involve hybridphysics are the so called PhoXonic crystals [33] . Due to the very different velocities of light and sound, in a lattice of optomechanical cavities, an infrared photon and a gigahertz phonon have similar wavelength, hence giving rise to simultaneous photonic and phononic Bragg resonance and strong photon-phonon interaction. These and similar optomechanical structures have been extensively explored as nonlinear metamaterials [35] , tuneable GHz resonators [36] , for quantum processing [37, 38] , as a mean for studying many body dynamics [39, 40] , and quantum many body dynamics [41] , as well as for long range synchronization [42] .
As opposed to previous work, here we introduce hybrid-physics electromechanical meta-atoms and metamolecules that consist of coupled electrical and mechanical oscillators with similar resonance frequencies, and that operate in a linearizable regime. We study the electromechanical scattering from these structures through a simple electromechanical response matrix, and explore its characteristics using first principles. We study small clusters and take advantage of the fact that an electrically small scatterer can be acoustically large to get functionalities that are forbidden otherwise. As an examples we show an ultra-sensitive electrically-deep-subwavelength direction-of-arrival sensor for electromagnetic waves.
The electromechanical meta-atom.-Wave scattering typically occurs at the same 'physics'. For instance we have electromagnetic scattering, acoustic scattering, elastic scattering, and so on. Here, however, we consider an hybrid-physics scattering. An electromechanical (EMCL) scatterer partially transforms an impinging electromagnetic E i or acoustic P i waves into a mixture of acoustic and electromagnetic scattered waves E s and P s , as illustrated in Fig. 1a . This type of scattering exists in natural piezoelectric or photoelastic materials, however, it may be better controllable and efficient using artificial materials that involve EMCL coupled resonators. Such artificial materials are composed of lattices of EMCL meta-atoms. The latter, are excited by and radiate EMCL fields. We define an EMCL field as a four element vector containing the three electric field components and the scalar pressure field U(r) = [E x , E y , E z , P]
T . When an EMCL field impinges an EMCL meta-atom, electric and acoustic sources are induced, as illustrated in Fig. 1b . Assuming that the meta-atom is small enough compare to the wavelength of light and sound, the induced sources are appropriately modelled by coupled electric dipole p e and an acoustic monopole with volume V (so that its volume velocity is U =V). These constitute the EMCL source S = [p ex , p ey , p ez , V]
T . Generally, the coupled EMCL problem is inherently nonlinear, however, in this work we restrict ourself to the class of problems that can be linearized under the weak signals assumption. The induced source S is related to the impinging field U at the meta-atom location via the linear response matrix,
The diagonal terms are the common response terms in the absence of EMCL coupling. Specifically, 
where α ee is the electric polarizability that describes the induced dipolar moment due to an impinging electromagnetic field, and α aa gives the acoustic monopole volume induced by an impinging pressure field. The off-diagonal, EMCL coupling, terms in Eq. (1) read,
These terms are responsible for the direct and reverse piezoelectric-like behaviour of the meta-atom. Clearly, if the meta-atom exhibits no practical EMCL coupling then α ae = α ea = 0, and if in addition it is only electric (acoustic) then α aa = 0 (α ee = 0). Going to the opposite direction, the field U(r) radiated by an induced source S on a meta-atom at r is given by the EMCL Green's function U(r) = G(r, r )S. Assuming that there is no EMCL interaction in the ambient medium, G is block diagonal and reads
where G e (G a ) is the electric dyadic (acoustic scalar) Green's function connecting p e (V) to E (P).
Fundamental constraints on α.-The linear response matrix is subject to fundamental constraints due to reciprocity and energy conservation. We begin with reciprocity. Consider the hypothetical setup in Fig. 1c that contains an electric current J 1 , acoustic monopole with volume velocity U 2 =V 2 , and an EMCL meta-atom. In the absence of the meta-atom, the interaction between the two sources is obviously zero. However, in the presence of the EMCL meta-atom, the electric field radiated by the current source J 1 impinges the meta-atom, and consequently gives rise to scattering of both electromagnetic and acoustic pressure waves. The latter, denoted here by P 1 , interacts with the acoustic source U 2 , implying that this time an action A [J 1 → U 2 ] = P 1 U 2 between the sources takes place. In the reciprocal scenario the acoustic source U 2 acts on J 1 through the scattered elec-
Since we deal with a linearized system the mutual action between the sources should be equal [43] ,
Expressing Eq. (5) using the electromagnetic and acoustic Green's functions, we find
Assuming that the medium is electromagnetically and acoustically reciprocal, G e (r, r ) = G T e (r , r) [44] , G a (r, r ) = G a (r , r) [43] . Then with Eq. (6) we find
This symmetry is a manifestation of the principle of microscopic reversibility [45, 46] applied to the linearized meta-atom system. Next, we consider energy conservation. In the absence of material losses of any kind, the power that an impinging EMCL field U extracts for the excitation of the induced source S on the meta-atom is equal to the total EMCL radiated power by the meta-atom. The extracted EMCL power reads P ext = (ω/2)Im{U H α H U} where superscript H denotes the Hermitian transpose [47] . On the other hand, the total radiated power reads
rad a ]. Where I 3×3 is the 3 by 3 unitary matrix, and P rad e , P rad a are the total power radiated by an electromagnetic dipole, and an acoustic monopole, both of unit amplitudes [47] . For a meta-atom embedded in a homogenous medium with permittivity and permeability and µ, and with density ρ 0 we have P rad e = µω 4 /12πc e [48] and P rad a = ρ 0 ω 4 /8πc a [49] , where c e and c a are, respectively, the speed of light and sound in the medium. If the medium is more complex, the radiation terms should be corrected accordingly. For instance, for a meta-atom embedded in an ,electromagnetic transparent, acoustic hard-wall duct with cross section area A d that supports only plane wave we have P rad a = ρω 2 c a /4A d [49] , while P rad e unchanged. By equating P ext = P rad we find that α is subject to
This is a generalization of the optical theorem [1, 44] . Schematic realization of EMCL meta-atom.-Consider a parallel plate capacitor with nominal capacitance C 0 loaded by an inductor L to establish an electromagnetic resonance at frequency ω e = 1/ √ LC 0 . Simultaneously, each capacitor plate acts as a membrane that mechanically resonates at ω m = k/m where m, and k, are the membrane's effective mass and stiffness. We assume that the capacitor volume between the plates is acoustically closed, and thus it responds mechanically to external pressure changes. See Fig. 2a for illustration. The system is set at equilibrium by applying a biasing voltage V 0 , yielding to static charge accumulation, q 0 and −q 0 , and thereby to a constant Coulomb attraction force between the plates. In the absence (presence) of the static biasing the spacing between the plates is d (d − x 0 ). Neglecting edge effects, we define the nominal capacitance as C 0 = c A/(d−x 0 ) where c is the permittivity between the plates, and A is the plate area.
The meta-atom can be excited by either electromagnetic or acoustic wave as illustrated in Fig. 2a . Using the concept of effective length in antenna theory [48] , the impinging electromagnetic wave excitation is modelled by a lumped voltage source, v(t) = l eff E i x (t). Here, E i x is the electric field component normal to the plates and l eff is the effective length of the capacitor when viewed as an electrically small antenna. Once excited, the meta-atom can be described effectively by an electric dipole p e = p ex with p e = l eff δq, coupled to an acoustic monopole with volume V = Aδx (volume velocity U =V = Aδ x) [43] .
The temporal dynamics is inherently nonlinear [47] . However, if the excitation is weak enough compared to static biasing so that δ0 , then the meta-atom response can be linearized around its equilibrium,
δx + 2τ
Here τ δx give rise to an effective acoustic monopole source with volume oscillations amplitude V = Aδx and volume velocity U = jωV (here and henceforth, time dependence e jωt is assumed and suppressed). Finally, the system's linear response is expressed in the form of Eq. (1), with
and where
In this example, the meta-atom responds only to an xpolarized electric field, and therefore α ee , α ea , α ae are all scalars. Note the symmetry α ea = α ae as dictated in Eq. (7) by reciprocity. Moreover, assuming that the meta-atom is lossless (namely, only radiation loss is allowed), using Eq. (8) 
and {α * ee α ea } = {α * aa α ae } = {α * ee α aa } = 0. The latter three constraints are related to the mathematical structure of the linear response matrix, whereas the first two constraints given in Eq. (12) can be solved to find the decay rates τ m . In the absence of static biasing, V 0 = 0, and therefore α ae = α ea = 0, implying no EMCL coupling. In this case, the relations in Eq. (12) are reduced to the conventional constraint of the polarizability of a small scatterer due to the optical theorem, and to its acoustic analog. By plugging Eqs. (10,11) into Eq. (12), we get a nonlinear system that is solved for τ e , and τ m , yielding
The decay rates are proportional to the radiated power and hence the balance between τ e and τ m can be considerably tuned by appropriate engineering of the metaatom ambient medium. Since at a given frequency ω, λ e = 2πc e /ω λ a = 2πc a /ω, a meta-atom that its typical size is in the order of ∼ λ a will be electrically deep subwavelength λ e . Therefore, typically, the electromagnetic radiation efficiency will be considerably smaller than its acoustic counterpart, implying that the electromagnetic resonance dominates since τ e τ m . To make these rates comparable one may excite higher order acoustic moltipoles that are less efficient radiators, or reduce the ambient medium density. However the greatest control over the meta-atom decay rates will be obtained by placing it in an acoustic or electromagnetic duct or cavity with a suitably engineered local density of states. The latter idea is demonstrated in Fig.2(b-d) where the elements of the response matrix are plotted as function of frequency for the meta-atom in Fig. 2(a) with ω e = ω m = 2π × 10 6 rad/s, A eff = 3.14µm 2 , l eff = 10µm, m = 4.2µg, L = 1µH, that is embedded in an, electromagnetically transparent, hard-wall acoustic duct with cross section A d = 5A eff that supports an acoustic plane wave only. The mechanical parameters are taken close to [50] . Here, τ e ∼ τ m and the system is in the strong coupling regime. The coupling tunability via the static biasing voltage is demonstrated with V 0 = 1V and V 0 = 3V.
Highly-sensitive electrically small direction-of-arrival sensor.-The EMCL meta-atoms discussed above can be used to design a piezoelectric-like meta-molecules with superior performance due to the joint acoustical and electromagnetic properties. As an interesting example we design a system of two meta-atoms inside a duct that is centered along theŷ axis, and with parameters as used for Fig.2(b-d) . We excite the system only by an electromagnetic wave impinging at incidence angle θ i , so that
The electric field polarizationx normal to the meta-atoms plates. See Fig. 3(a) . We set the separation between the meta-atoms d to be electrically deep sub-wavelength d λ e while acoustically large d λ a . The dynamics of the coupled system is given by
where S 1 , S 2 are the EMCL excitation amplitudes of the meta-atoms located at r 1 = −d/2ŷ and r 2 = d/2ŷ. The Green's functions used here are given in [47] . It is instructive to consider the corresponding eigenvalue problem alongside with the excitation one. To find the eigenfrequencies we set U i = 0, and require non-trivial solutions in Eq. (14) . In the absence of the EMCL coupling, the system reduces to a simple coupled dipoles that support two resonances, bright and dark, with eigenfrequencies nearly independent of d λ e . In this case, an impinging electromagnetic plane wave cannot practically excite the dark mode but only its bright counterpart. Fig. 3(b) shows the ratio |p 1 /p 2 | (in log scale) as function of the incidence angle θ i and the normalized frequency ∆ω/ω c (where ∆ω = ω−ω c ), about the dark resonance ω c . Even near the dark resonance ω c = 0.985458ω m , there is neither a practical difference between the excitation amplitude of the dipoles, nor effect when varying the incidence angle θ i . Here, as opposed to a conventional direction-ofarrival sensor with two antennas separated by d ∼ λ e /2 [48] , the phase difference between the received signals in the two antennas ∼ k e d is extremely small since d λ e . However, we boost the small phase effect by utilizing the presence of EMCL coupling. Since the structure is acoustically large the number of eigenfrequencies is significantly larger, and their complex values strongly depend on d. A typical complex-ω plane showing the resonance locations is given in the inset inside Fig. 3(c) for d/λ m = 30 where λ m = 2πc a /ω m . In Fig. 3(c) the loci of several complex eigenfrequencies are plotted with d as a parameter that its value is color encoded ( {ω} is in log scale to emphasize the resonance distinct locations). There are two families of eigenfrequencies that correspond to number of bright and dark modes (see upper inset). As an example, we set d = 28λ m ≈ 9.24mm and find low loss dark resonance at ω c = 0.92846ω m . When exciting the structure with an electromagnetic plane wave at frequencies about the dark resonance, the dark resonance interplays with the bright resonance and give rise to very strong variation of the excitation amplitudes as function of the incidence angle θ i as shown in Fig. 3(d,e) . This correlation can be used to estimate the direction of arrival. Moreover, in this scheme, a measurement of the excited acoustic field, as opposed to the electromagnetic field that can be overwhelmed by the impinging wave, may increase detection sensitivity and noise fidelity.
Conclusions.-Here we discussed a paradigm for tuneable piezoelectric-like metamaterials and utilized the fact that an electrically small scatterer is usually acoustically large, giving rise to hybrid-wave resonances that are unique to the electromechanical wave system. This concept with the other results in the paper may pave the way towards a plethora of new exciting dynamics and phenomena that have not been studied before and that may lead to technological implications in radio-frequencies and acoustics, such as ultra sensitive detectors, super- resolution imaging, and highly non-reciprocal devices. The Tel-Aviv University rector startup fund is acknowledged.
Supplementary Material for "Scattering theory from artificial piezoelectric-like meta-atoms and molecules" While the main text is written to be basically self-contained, there are some minor gaps that are less critical for the clear understanding of the message but are important for the reproduction of the paper results. These few items are described below for the sake of completeness. 
I. DERIVATION OF THE EXTRACTED ELECTROMECHANICAL POWER
The power that an electromechanical wave U = [E, P] T extracts to excite an electromechanical meta-atom with
T is given by
where J = jωp e is the current source associated with the induced electric dipole on the scatterer, and U = jωV is the volume velocity associated with the monopole volume amplitude V. Then, we have,
However, since S = αU (Eq. (1) in the main text), we can write
This completes the derivation of the extracted power given in the main text.
II. DERIVATION OF THE TOTAL RADIATED POWER FROM AN EMCL META-ATOM
The total radiated power from an EMCL source S in electromagnetically as well as acoustically homogeneous medium reads For a general medium, however, although the coefficients in the equation above will be changed, the square dependence on V * V and p * e · p e will be maintained. Therefore, we define (as in the main text) P we obtain the expression given in the main text for the radiated power,
III. LUMPED SOURCES MODEL FOR THE PARALLEL PLATES META-ATOM
For the parallel plate meta-atom discussed in Fig. 2(a) of the main text the impinging electric and pressure fields are modelled using lumped sources. The sources excitation scheme is shown in Fig. S1 below. 
IV. DERIVATION OF THE PARALLEL PLATES META-ATOM DYNAMICS
The meta-atom dynamics it captured by the Lagrangian
with source L s and dissipation F functionals
where V = V 0 + v(t), x = −x 0 + δx (x 0 is taken such that x 0 > 0), and q = q 0 + δq are the plate's deflection and charge accumulation, respectively. The dissipation term F includes two loss mechanisms, electromagnetic and mechanical, represented, respectively, by resistance R and viscosity B, where both consist of radiation as well as material loss channels. Using Eqs.(S7)-(S8) in the Lagrange equations we obtain the relations between the static quantities, x 0 , q 0 , V 0 , as well as relations between the small signal terms δx, δq, v(t), f (t), that represent the temporal dynamics.
For the static terms we find q 0 = C 0 V 0 , kx 0 = q 2 0 /2 A which are nothing but the voltage-charge relation on the capacitor, and equality of forces between the spring repulsion due to contraction of x 0 and the Coulomb attraction between the plates of capacitor charged with q 0 . Assuming that x 0 d we may approximate x 0 ≈ AV 0 /2kd 2 and q 0 ≈ AV 0 /d.
For the dynamic terms we find the following nonlinear system δq + 2τ 
Here τ
−1 e
= R/2L and τ −1 m = B/2m are the electromagnetic and mechanical damping rates, ω e and ω m are the electromagnetic and mechanical resonance frequencies in the absence of electromechanical coupling between the resonators, and E 0 = −V 0 /(d − x 0 ) is the average electric field between the capacitor plates due to the static biasing. Eq. (9) in the main text is derived from the nonlinear system above under the assumption that δ0 and δx x 0 .
V. ELECTROMAGNETIC AND ACOUSTIC GREEN'S FUNCTION USED
The electromagnetic Green's function in electromagnetically homogeneous medium with permittivity and permeability and µ is used in the calculation of the dimer response in Eq. (14) of the main text. It reads
